


 Chapter 1

  Regions of Colorado

       .  Golden prairies stretch as far as you can see

    .  Snow-topped mountains touch the sky Deep 

canyons and towers of colorful stone grow into 

.    and from the earth Can you imagine a place with 

?   .  all these things It seems like a fantasy But it 

.  .exists It is Colorado

Colorado is a state in the western part of the 

.   .  ?  United States It is easy to find on a map Why

.  Because it is a simple rectangle It shares one 

, , .  corner with New Mexico Arizona and Utah This 

 is the only place in the country where four states 

.meet in four perfect corners

 Colorado has three unique regions as part of its 

.   , geography They are the High Plains the Rocky 

, .Mountains and the Colorado Plateau
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Dallas Divide

    Lines of Latitude and Longitude

Latitude  and longitude   are lines that form a 

.  numbered grid on a map Latitude lines run east to 

.     .   west Longitude lines run north to south You can 

.  use these lines to pinpoint any place on a map They 

 :  ,  .    are written like this 39.7° north 105° west This is

 Denver’s location.
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  The High Plains

   The High Plains cover the eastern part of 

.  Colorado This part of the state is made up of 

.  grasslands without a mountain in sight It looks a 

, .  lot like Kansas a neighboring state The weather 

.  here is very dry It is hot in the summer and cold 

.  , in the winter The soil is rich and there is a lot of 

.grass

These conditions make the High Plains perfect 

.  for farming Farmers plant crops and raise 

.  livestock There are thousands of ranches and 

.    farms in Colorado Many of them are in the 

plains.  ,  Most of Colorado’s big cities such as

, Denver and Boulder sit between the High Plains 

.and the Rocky Mountains
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 Tornado Alley
         Keep an eye on the weather forecast in the

 .   ,     High Plains The flat grassy prairie is a

   .      hot spot for tornadoes There are about 50

     .    tornadoes every year in the state They mostly

      .happen in late spring and early summer
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